collective endeavour in which every single decision will contribute.

change can happen.

But the city has done it before, using it’s own ingenuity and the latest
technology to meet the energy needs of the industrial revolution. So
we think Manchester is up to the challenge.

Our Building Blocks for a Low Carbon Economy

What will be your contribut

And this is where we come in. Since the launch of our Sustainable
Urban Neighbourhood (SUN) inititiative in Hulme in 1996 we have
pioneered thinking on how to make cities low carbon.

Whilst the need for carbon reduction is now widely accepted, the pace
of change is still nowhere near fast enough to deliver the emissions
reductions that will need to be made.

Bury Town Centre

We have been working across Greater Manchester to make the low
carbon economy a reality, providing guidance and support to identify
the opportunities, get things moving and give people conﬁdence that
change can happen.
What will be your contribution?

Pilsworth Landﬁll

In the UK we have a habit of looking for the latest novelty instead of
pushing ahead with the big changes that are needed. And they will need
to be big. In fact everyone will need to be engaged – from big business to
individual households.

Scoutmoor

Prestwich Village
North West Solar PV Study

For Manchester the stakes are high. The low carbon economy will be
about building a city that is fit for the 21st century. It is about a collective
endeavour in which every single decision will contribute.

CIS Tower

But the city has done it before, using it’s own ingenuity and the latest
technology to meet the energy needs of the industrial revolution. So we
think Manchester is up to the challenge.

The Co-operative
Beetham Tower

And this is where we come in. Since the launch of our Sustainable Urban
Neighbourhood (SUN) inititiative in Hulme in 1996 we have pioneered
thinking on how to make cities low carbon.

Civic Quarter - Town
Hall & Central library

URBED’s own Routemaster bus
used for consultation and tours
{ Available for Hire }
Ashton Canal

We have been working across Greater Manchester to make the low
carbon economy a reality, providing guidance and support to identify the
opportunities, get things moving and give people confidence that change
can happen.

Bloom Street

Manchester Central
{ YOU ARE HERE }

Sportcity

Salford Quays

What will be your contribution?

‘Seven Sisters’
Manchester
Ship Canal

Old Trafford

The Corridor
(Universities)

Homes for Change
Housing Cooperative

Legend
Possible energy network cluster
Potential for a City Centre network
Energy supply
Energy distribution
Energy network connection
Waterway

Victoria Baths Energy Plan
Carbon Co-op - Moss side

URBED Projects

URBED Projects

A Zero Carbon Victorian Semi?

Across the UK

Inside Greater Manchester
Community Engagement

Housing Retroﬁt Standards

Carrington Power Station

The diagram on the opposite
page represents part of URBED’s
contribution towards planning for
a low carbon economy in Greater
Manchester. This has been specially
prepared for Greenbuild EXPO
Passive2010.
Urban Design Guidance

Manchester
Ship Canal

Legend

Carbon Co-operative pilot for two streets in Moss Side: Following
some initial market research, we are now piloting our unique member-

Moving beyond decent homes: Research and development of a
new low carbon standard for social housing in the West Midlands,
drawing upon extensive stakeholder engagement, case studies of

a city-wide social enterprise. We believe this approach is the key to

Possible energy network cluster

tailored to eight different housing ‘archetypes’.

Funders: Manchester Innovation Fund, Manchester City Council
Partners: Manchester City Council, Commission for the New Economy, Adactus Housing
Association, Mosscare Housing Association, Energy Saving Trust

Client: West Midlands social landlord consortium (SHAP)

Potential for a City Centre network

Micro-generation Technology

Energy supply

Low Carbon Manufacturing
Energy distribution
Energy network connection
Waterway

Nottingham City Centre Urban Design Guide:
the urban fabric of Nottingham. Development of innovative urban
design guidance for the city centre of Nottingham incorporating

Solar manufacturing study to support CIS solar tower funding
bid: A study of the regional potential to develop solar manufacturing,

A solar park concept to attract investment: Following our earlier
study into the potential for solar manufacturing, we took things a step

Man
Ship

